
Picer Canyon Lake

With every photo that was thrown into the fire a small piece of 

Jimmy burned away.  Slowly but surely every essence that made up 

who he was disappeared into the night sky.  Pieces of ash fell to the 

ground and eventually soaked into the earth, buried by rain or snow or 

wind.  

Jimmy could feel himself slowly disappearing.  Hundreds of 

photos had been taken of him over the years and he was sure to 

collect each and every one of them.  He found a huge trunk in his 

mothers attic, that time machine of dust and forgotten years.  Photos 

of his childhood and family portraits.  Burning photos of himself also 

meant burning family shots taken candidly and professionally.  In his 

mothers old trunk there was a newspaper clipping and photo of when 

Jimmy won first prize for the science fair.  His attempt at sending an 

ordinary mouse through a portal of time space was ultimately a failure, 

however, earned him a little local acclaim because his mouse was 

chosen to go up in space with real astronauts.  The president of the 

colony read about Jimmy’s attempt to send the mouse back in time 

and when the experiment failed he suggested the mouse go into space 

instead.  A kind of runner up prize to the failure of the time space 



experiment.  But all of this previous hoopla over the science 

experiment, the mouse in space and the president of the colony 

bringing the spotlight of the colony onto Jimmy, made it extremely 

difficult to acquire every last photograph.  Fortunately only one paper 

ran a photo of him.  (most ran a photo of the mouse)  So it was easier 

to track down every photo… not easy… but he could imagine otherwise.  

The last photo that he intended to burn lay by his side.  It was 

nothing fancy just a small 4 by 6 snapshot of he and his father.  They 

stood together with the two blue suns setting behind them.  One of the 

many trips they took to the shore of Picer Canyon Lake.  A father son 

adventure was what his mother called it.  They called it a break from 

reality.  And looking at the photo, Jimmy wondered about how much 

he really knew of his father.  He knew the older man.  The one who 

retired and had time for him after he was well into his 60’s, but the 

younger man he never knew.  What was he like when he was my age, 

he thought?  A mystery that made him appreciate his father more.  

The history that would never be told gave Jimmy a great feeling of joy.  

His father lived a full life.  One to be envied by everyone.  “If I could 

only live such a great life” he caught himself saying out loud.  

He set the photo aside and starred deep into the fire.  

Could it be true?  Could you completely erase yourself by 



burning all these photos?  It was worth a try, Jimmy thought.  A new 

person.  If anything, this is merely a ceremonial start to a new life.  

But the story he heard of a friend of a friend who burned all of his 

photos and all of his clothes and sold all his possessions and started 

over again from scratch… It was said even his appearance changed.  

His ears and face and the colour of his skin all deceived even his 

closest family members.  Part of the entire transformation was saying 

goodbye to old friends and family so this detail of the story caught 

Jimmy off guard.  How did he know his family couldn’t recognize him?  

The process includes never seeing them again.  A big sacrifice for 

most, but Jimmy had no family… no wife or children.   Except one 

sister whom Jimmy would miss tremendously, there was no other 

person that he knew now that he would ever see again.  

A new life… and death to the old one.

Was it worth it?

He would know only in time.

He picked up the photo again and held it close to the fire for one 

last look.  His father and he looked very similar.  Saying goodbye is 

hard to do… and saying goodbye forever… well Jimmy had done that 

once… now he just has to do it again…  And almost carelessly with no 

thought, he tossed the picture into the fire.



Moments after the photo curled up into a ball of flame memories 

poured into his head.  Vivid memories stronger and more real than any 

photo.  This is what happens when there are not photos left to remind 

you, your brain does all the work. 'I think I’ll sleep well tonight', he 

thought.  And I’ll dream of Picer Canyon Lake.


